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Abstract – In this paper the authors perform an analysis of automated creation of graph visualization systems (GVS). The complete process, starting with definition of functional requirements for GVS and finishing with evaluation of resulting system, is described. The overview of each construction step is provided. The set of metric types is developed for evaluation of resulting GVS. Features of existing solutions are compared with proposed framework. Conclusions are made and further researches are defined.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of automated creation of software systems became a popular research topic among IT community nowadays. Latest trends in this domain involve usage of modern tools and approaches – software factoring, MDA (model driven architecture) [1], DSL (domain specific languages) [2].

There is a little doubt that full-fledged automatic creation of software, given such efforts, will emerge in relatively near future. The main problem being analyzed is a need to explore these possibilities further while advancing existing semi-automated methods. This paper introduces the appropriate theoretical background in the domain of information (in particular – graph) visualization and proposes the partial solution of such problem. We believe that this domain is too sensitive to rely on fully automatic software generation.

Processing of input data from the user that defines a set of functional and non-functional requirements for the GVS is the one key-point of the proposed framework. The second aspect is the development and maintaining of the repository that holds “building bricks” with desired functionality. This repository has to manage the relationships between these and functional requirements and allow building seamlessly, verifying, and evaluating resulting GVS. Such modular approach allows common benefits of software factoring – ability to reuse GVS components along with support of design templates that allows to build and customize a visualization solution.

The goal of this research is to support further development of tools and methods for automated software generation and creation of GVS systems in particular.

To reach this goal, the following five tasks are defined: 1) to provide general overview of proposed framework and outline cross-references between its individual steps, user data workflow and intermediate results; 2) to describe each framework element in details; 3) to present a set of metric types for evaluation of GVS and its conformance to the intended functionality; 4) to compare presented framework with appropriate existing solutions; 5) to make a conclusion about achieved results and outline potential further work.

In the 2-nd section of this paper general description of the framework is provided along with the visual model of its components and their mutual relationships. The 3-rd section specifies each of these components in details. The 4-th section provides description of evaluation metrics required for verification and validation of the GVS performance. In the 5-th section the similarities between existing solutions and proposed framework are outlined. The 6-th section provides summary of this work and its future development.

II. GENERAL OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

The model of the framework is presented in Fig. 1. It has three-layer architecture in which elements within the first level correspond to GVS building processes, while the second and third levels encapsulate the inner implementation mechanisms.

The top level serves both as entry point for initial requirements specification and the final output in form of appropriate GVS. It consists of three stages – “Specification”, “Assembly”, and “Validation”, that, in general, correspond to classical model “requirements – code – tests”. This level also holds the feedback that allows iterative GVS construction, considering the refined user input after preliminary evaluation.

The second level holds a number of sets of individual components that are important parts of GVS (we will refer to these as “artifacts”). An artifact is any GVS-related entity that is self-distinguishable and unique. There are four types of artifacts in the proposed framework – “Template”, “Requirement”, “Module”, and “Metric”. Each set should be implemented as a separate repository with ability to maintain (e.g. add, edit, delete, provide description) own artifacts and define relationships with other sets via cross-references.

The third level implements the core logic of the framework and holds “connectors” that allow configuring (and reconfiguring) mutual relationships between artifacts.

There are three connecting sets, two of these define connection between templates and requirements (“TR connector”), requirements, modules, and metrics (“RMM connector”) while the third manages reflexive connection between modules (“M connector”) – refer to the next section.

Potential framework end-user who wants to construct GVS according to his/her needs, is required to participate in two stages – “Specification”, and “Validation”, and optionally – in “Assembly”, if he/she wishes to alter the source code of generated GVS manually. Also, there might be a manager of
the framework who configures the content and relationships for any of the framework elements in lower layers.

Although the actual implementation of the framework can be different, for further description we will rely on classic relational database model that is sufficient and appropriate, given the self-consistent nature of artifacts and mutual relations. Another mechanism we utilize in our framework is scripting languages that allow dynamic configuring of the GVS.

III. DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL FRAMEWORK COMPONENTS

This section presents more detailed insight into each of the component of all three framework levels and provides description of automated GVS construction workflow, related assumptions and implementation specifics.

A. Components of the first layer

Stage “Specification” is the starting point that allows user to define both general and specific requirements for GVS to be built.

During this stage the user browses and marks a set of predefined requirements that are expressed in textual form. For example – “Ability to auto-place graph elements corresponding to known layouts” or “Ability to import and export produced layouts from/to known graph description languages”. Each requirement can be further subdivided into more specific requirements, such as “Support of force-based layout” or “Support of GraphXML”. For user’s convenience and enhancement of the interaction, these requirements can be presented with additional visual content, such as appropriate images or short videos of typical effect of implementation of such requirements.

Basic user interface for this stage should be founded either on a list of requirements with a set of checkbox elements for selection or a step-by-step wizard that encapsulates definition of requirements for semantically different GVS components (i.e. layout algorithms, visual techniques, navigation, etc.) within individual steps.

In case if required GVS is intended for visualization in certain well-known domains (for example – GVS for drawing chemical molecular structures / GVS for analyzing software structures like call graphs, etc.), a higher requirement abstraction level is introduced in form of patterns. The pattern is a predefined set of requirements in a certain combination that is managed by “TR” connectors (see below in this section).

The opposite logic of level of detail is also present – even individual requirements can hold a set of properties that affect final implementation of that particular requirement. For example requirement to be able to select certain graph elements and mark this selection with distinct color must allow defining that particular color explicitly.

An example of interface prototype for this step is presented in Fig. 2.

![Interface prototype](image)

Stage “Assembly” is an automated process that actually performs generation of GVS, based on the results of the previous step. This part of the framework relies on multiple components of lower sub-layers and its interconnection logic. The core of this stage is a general GVS template that conforms
to the architecture that was previously proposed by the authors of this work. Its general model is presented in Fig. 3.

![GVS template architecture](image)

Fig. 3. GVS template architecture

It consists of five modules: data parser, module of interactive visualization, repository of layout algorithms, repository of visualization techniques, and data assembler.

**Data parser** is represented by a software module that performs interpretation of the document with a description of the graph provided by the user, and allows extracting necessary information about general topology of the graph and its separate elements (names of nodes and edges, colors of these, etc.).

**Module of interactive visualization** is the main part of the system that performs visualization of received information (by triggering selected layout algorithms from the repository of layout algorithms and visual techniques for improved comprehension from repository of visualization techniques), offers the analysis and processing abilities (for example, by using navigation, selection, and modification mechanisms if these were selected by the user during specification stage) and passes processing results to data assembler in case, if the user wants to save processed and modified data. This module includes up to three main mechanisms for interaction between user and software system itself.

**Navigation mechanism** allows transforming visual appearance of three-dimensional graph model by altering position of a virtual camera. **Selection mechanism** allows distinguishing and marking certain set of visible parts of a graph for further modification. **Modification mechanism** allows altering the previously selected parts of a graph topological structure and / or associated metadata.

**Repository of layout algorithms** holds a set of selected layout algorithms for visualization of graphs.

**Repository of visualization techniques** holds a set of techniques for improvement of comprehension – these can be triggered within the module of interactive visualization.

**Data assembler** is a software module that acts similar to data parser with the only distinction – the direction of information processing flow. Again, usage of this module is optional and is required only if user wants to save changes introduced to original graph, after data processing.

For detailed description of this template architecture, refer to [3].

Performance, content, or even each of the mentioned modules itself can be dynamically modified / replaced within the proposed framework during the assembly stage. This is possible due to dynamic configuration of the template via appropriate scripting language. We will demonstrate this concept in a simple interaction example between C++ (within GVS template) and Lua (within the proposed framework) [4].

On the side of GVS template it is necessary to set up Lua runtime components and register appropriate native functions to be called from Lua. This is done as follows:

```lua
/*1*/ static int GvsFnc(lua_State *L)
/*2*/ {
/*3*/ //alter graph
/*4*/   return 1;
/*5*/ }
/*6*/ int main (int argc, char *argv[])
/*7*/ {
/*8*/   L = lua_open();
/*9*/   luaL_openlibs(L);
/*10*/   luaRegister(L, " FrmFnc", GvsFnc);
/*11*/   luaL_dofile(L, " framework.lua");
/*12*/   lua_Call(L, 0, 0);
/*13*/   lua_close(L);
/*14*/   return 1;
/*15*/ }

Abstract function “GvsFnc” that performs some kind of modifications in a template (for example – changes the default color of graph nodes) is defined in code lines 1 to 5. This function is registered with Lua runtime at code line 10 within the main GVS workflow (code lines 6 to 15). Code lines 8 to 10 and 13 to 14 ensure correct Lua runtime initialization and shutdown.

On the side of the framework the control flow of GVS behavior is defined within appropriate Lua script, as follows:

```lua
/*1*/ function LuaFunction()
/*2*/   FrmFnc() ...
/*3*/ end ...
```

Code lines 1 and 3 define Lua script body, while the dynamic call of graph altering function within GVS template is performed in code line 2. This script can be loaded and reloaded within GVS template upon necessity.

The procedure that is necessary to identify required modules and setup these correctly, given specific requirements, is handled by RMM and M connectors (see below).

**Stage “Validation”** is the last entity of the first framework level. It ensures that resulting GVS meets previously defined requirements and fulfills its intended purpose according to the needs of the user.

Although we tend to provide automated or even automatic support of construction of GVS, there is no doubt that proper
automatic evaluation of the resulting GVS is still not possible, as it would require advanced AI facility much more complicated than the proposed framework itself. Additional aspect that denies fully automatic evaluation is related to the fact that the user himself/herself is the one who defines requirements with particular functionality in mind.

Instead, the validation process is partially automated based on feedback of the user and evaluation model that allow carrying out more formal analysis of the difference between intended and resulting GVS functionality.

Validation process consists of two steps: 1) a test run of resulting GVS; 2) a questionnaire with predefined questions that a user must answer. After receiving all the feedback, data about system performance is collected, calculations of conformance rating are carried out, based on a set of metrics that are related with initial requirements and chosen modules via RMM connector (see below in this section).

Considering conformance rating the user will be able either to accept functionality of the generated GVS or to repeat specification and assembly stages to modify, add or remove certain functionality. Functionality of validation stage is tightly integrated with both mentioned stages within single IDE (Integrated Development Environment) allowing seamless building process.

Specification of the proposed formal model and its individual metrics is presented in section IV.

B. Components of the second layer

A set of templates enables management of capabilities of the framework to build predefined GVS tailored for particular needs. In the simplest scenario individual template artifact is presented as a single record in the database with the only property – its name. More complex solutions, most likely, will introduce additional properties, such as textual description of the represented GVS or even preset values for individual properties of requirement artifacts. This enhanced version allows keeping “user input / framework output” ratio at a minimum – by selecting single name of the template, the user will end up triggering dynamic development of full-fledged GVS.

A set of requirements enables user to define functional behavior of target GVS. It is important to note that in this framework common scenario for the user is to choose from those requirements that already exist within the framework database rather than defining his/her own. Definition of new requirement artifacts and potentially of associated modules, metrics, and connectors should be done by the framework manager with appropriate knowledge. Same applies to any other artifact that is not present in the system. This means that the content of the framework for GVS generation should be gradually developed and expanded upon necessity by the manager of this software system.

As it was mentioned before, in the simplest scenario the requirement will be presented by its name only. Although extended description is expected to be defined too, as it is the main aspect that allows user to comprehend the meaning of intended functionality. Extended properties, such as visual image of the expected effect (if appropriate) can be introduced, although these are not crucial for successful GVS generation.

Individual properties of requirements can be defined in relational database with classical one-to-many relationship. This is especially useful in case if properties are supplemented with additional description for the convenience of the user.

A set of modules holds the source code for those functional modules that will be dynamically linked together and adjusted via scripts during the assembly stage. The simplest implementation of a single module artifact can include the record in the database with two fields – one for the name of the module and the other one for the path to a file with the source code, stored somewhere in file system of the operating system in which the framework resides. More complex model must enforce additional features, such as entry points for parameters that are supplied within requirement artifacts (refer to description above).

A good example of a module would be “Font package”, “Force-based algorithm package” or “Alpha blending (transparency) package” with appropriate implementation (for detailed description of such algorithms and techniques refer to [5] and [6]).

A set of metrics is the last entity of the second framework level. It holds names, descriptions, types, and default values for individual metrics that are crucial within the validation stage. Each metric, in its essence, is a numerical value from 0 to 100 that conforms to the percentage of how fully a certain requirement is met within the resulting GVS comparing to initial expectations, according to user’s opinion. Although such evaluation is highly subjective, after calculations, it provides user with a single united rating that is credible enough for this particular user to make a decision – whether to end generation process or return to the first step and repeat the generation by adjusting a set of initial requirements and its parameters (or even, if the user is trained enough – by altering the source code of the produced GVS).

C. Components of the third layer

A set of TR connectors defines one-to-many relationships between each single template artifact and multiple corresponding requirements artifacts. For example, a template of graph visualization system that deals with ATC (Air Traffic Control) routing will require modules like “colors and shapes package”, “object group picking package”, etc. (refer to [7] for detailed description of the requirements for such kind of a system). TR connector in this case will define cross-references between artifacts of both sets.

Here and further the formal mechanism for making of connectors is based on the following model (Fig. 4.):

![Fig. 4. Definition of relationships between artifacts](image-url)
All fields in tables “Components”, “Requirements”, and “Templates” correspond to the previous description. Each table holds ID and names of defined artifact. The required transformation allows converting to a list of necessary GVS components from a name of an arbitrary template. In order to do so, there are two “many-to-many” relationships defined between tables. The first one defines dependencies between GVS requirements and components. The second defines a list of possible requirements for each GVS template.

The task of retrieving the list of components from the template name can be successfully accomplished with a single SQL (Structured Query Language) query:

/*1*/ SELECT A.C_Name
/*2*/ FROM Components AS A, Requirements AS B, RC_Dependencies AS C
/*3*/ WHERE B.R_ID=C.R_ID AND A.C_ID=C.C_ID
/*4*/ AND B.R_ID In
/*5*/ (SELECT D.R_ID
/*6*/ FROM Requirements AS D, Templates AS E, TR_Dependencies AS F
/*7*/ WHERE D.R_ID=F.R_ID AND E.T_ID=F.T_ID
/*8*/ AND E.T_Name="TName")
/*9*/ GROUP BY A.C_Name;

The inner select query (lines of code 4 to 6) allows extracting list of requirements ID for provided template name (marked bold in Fig.4) by examining relationships in the first auxiliary table “TR_Dependencies”. The outer select query (lines of code 1 to 3 and 7) takes previous result as an additional constraint while examining relationships in the second auxiliary table “RC_Dependencies” in order to retrieve the list of component names (marked bold in Fig.4). The “GROUP BY” keyword allows to get rid of duplicates in the resulting table.

A set of RMM connectors defines many-to-many relationships between requirements and modules artifacts as well as the same kind of connections between requirements and metrics. This kind of relationships differs from the previous connector type, because the same requirement may enforce inclusion of several modules / metrics and vice versa – a module / metric might be shared between requirements.

Considering that RMM connector deals with such dense cross-references, it is of great importance to provide convenient IDE for the framework manager not only for management of connectors but also for debugging and tracing of its inter-dependencies.

A set of M connectors is the last entity of the third framework level. As it might be perceived from Fig. 1., this type of connectors define mutual relationships between modules only. Such kind of additional control is necessary to ensure correct integration of different modules while avoiding potential functionality conflicts. A good example would be the case when user chooses to simultaneously include modules both for selection of graph elements with a cursor and visually enlarging (scaling up) selected objects. Visual scaling can be implemented in two ways – either with native matrix manipulation command within graphical pipeline or image post-processing activities (refer to [6]). The latter case is incompatible with default object selection mechanism which requires all irrelevant information about potentially selectable object during rasterization stage. Enforcing of such compatibility rule via M connector would ensure correct dynamic setup and integration of the modules.

As it can be concluded from the description, the functionality of the framework greatly depends on the content of available artifacts in repositories and correct definition of interdependencies between them. The proposed model is based on the assumption that the content will be gradually developed by third-party providers and filled in by the framework manager corresponding to the plug-in concept.

IV. EVALUATION METRICS
The general problem with evaluation of functional performance of any software system is that in most cases it is highly subjective and depends on personal preferences of each potential user. In general, formalization of such general metrics as “usability” would be possible only in case if it is divided into a set of low level metrics, each with precise definition, allowed value types, and ranges. Previous research of the authors of this paper in the area of evaluation of GVS can be found in [5].

Within the scope of the proposed framework, evaluation task becomes more structured and precise due to presence of RMM connectors that allow tracking each evaluation metric to corresponding requirement (or even multiple requirements, in case many-to-many relationships were introduced).

In most cases, development of a metric artifact must be done simultaneously with the development of requirement artifact as these are semantically related. For example, if the user introduces requirements “Support of three-dimensional graph drawing” and “Support of orthogonal layout” an appropriate metrics artifact would be “The maximal number of graph edges a single node may have” with allowed interval [0, 6]. In case in resulting implementation it is more than six, the condition will not be met and the overall evaluation of this aspect will become negative, leading to the necessity to return to requirements or assembly stages. As it was mentioned previously, each metric must be mapped to standard interval [0, 100].

Within our framework we propose to support the following 5 general types of metrics:

- A single Boolean value that defines whether particular requirement was met (in our case – yes/no). Default value: “yes”. An example: “Ability to mark and distinguish graph elements with different color”. During evaluation “Yes” corresponds to “100”, “No” corresponds to “0”.
- Structured hierarchical tree of Boolean values for complex requirement properties. Default value: all sub-nodes set to “yes”. An example: “Ability to select multiple nodes and edges simultaneously” – the first level “Ability to select multiple nodes” with sub-nodes (“Two”, “More”); the second level “Ability to select multiple edges” with same sub-
nodes. During evaluation the average value between all levels is calculated.

- A single value within allowed interval (minimum / maximum). Default value: maximum. An example – see above. During evaluation result must be interpolated and linearly scaled to [0, 100].

- Enumerated list of states that can be mapped to numbers. Default value: first from the list. An example: {“not implemented”, “partially implemented”, “almost completely implemented”, “completely implemented”}. During evaluation the result must be interpolated and linearly scaled to [0, 100]. If provided values do not correspond to linear distribution, the second layer with appropriate weights must be supplied (for example [0, 0.33, 0.66, 1]) for correct interpolation.

- Enumerated list of abstract strings – all conditions same as above;

This list of types of metrics covers all primitive data types – Boolean, number (both integer and floating-point) and character / string. Moreover, each of these metrics can be presented either as an individual element or an array of the same type – this adds support of multidimensional collections (for example, an array of enumerated list of states).

The only common data type that is not included in this list is the reference (“pointer”) to another value, but in this particular framework it has no use for evaluation of GVS, because the model of questionnaire requires from the participant to establish connections between sets of questions and answers, not between answers themselves.

In any case, a single united GVS evaluation rating can be easily calculated from the proposed types of metrics by averaging and if necessary – interpolating collected numerical values. This implies that the quality of the validation stage also depends on the content and quality of artifacts stored within framework repositories. This is another reason for maintaining a well-defined list of types – potential increase in the number of artifacts during the evolution of the framework requires more formal definition and management approach.

V. RELATED WORKS

Software factoring in its modern interpretation is a relatively new IT domain that still experiences changes as new technologies and construction methods (for example – such as MDA) emerge. Although the concept itself appeared approximately in the 70-ies of the 20-th century, its implementation architecture is not stable.

According to the authors’ knowledge, no other framework exists that is dedicated to construction of GVS, at least, none is implemented. Still, there are a number of solutions that provide general software factoring capabilities. Most of them are based on Microsoft .NET technology and incorporate such features as support of client/server architecture, Web ASP.NET application, SQL server / Oracle persistence, code generation for text based languages, reusable template engine, support for standard OOP patterns (collections, generics, inheritance), multilingual support, etc.

One such solution is provided as a part of “CodeFluent” project. Its common architecture for MS Windows applications is presented in Fig. 5, part (a) [8]. Another Microsoft interpretation of software factory architecture is presented in Fig. 5, part (b) [9]. Software factory for Web is presented in [10].

![Fig. 5. Existing software factory architectures.](image)

Although names may differ (“product line analysis”, “product line design”, etc.), in all cases there is an obligatory separation of the framework into levels, each dealing with an individual aspect of software life cycle. This is the general similarity of any software factory, regardless of its purpose.

The specifics of implementation, however, may vary. We believe that our framework with explicitly defined links between artifacts, dynamic configuration, and formal validation is sufficient for automated generation of GVS.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the authors presented a description of the architecture of software factory that is capable of generation of GVS systems. The presented framework ensures full automation of gathering of requirements for the system being built and assembling of appropriate software modules. Validation is partially automated – it is carried out by the user, but the overall rating (conformance to initial requirements expressed in percents) is calculated based on the received input.

Demonstration of the proposed concept was based on capabilities of classic relation database and scripting language Lua in conjunction with general purpose language C++. This is not a mandatory requirement – actual implementation can be based on other solutions that ensure same capabilities.

The quality of GVS being generated depends on the available set of artifacts that is present in the repositories and quality of relationships defined between these. Although there are no particular requirements for the experience of the end user who performs specification and validation of GVS, there are additional requirements for the manager of the framework, who must fully comprehend its architecture.

Analysis of existing solutions in this domain revealed that no other semantically close frameworks for visualization had been implemented, although existing general purpose systems utilize similar approach to the automation of software lifecycle.

While continuing this research, it would be necessary to evaluate available technologies and choose particular solutions to integrate these in a prototype of the proposed framework.
that would serve as a testing platform for further experiments with automated building of GVS.
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